
BaseD oN the resULts oF receNt
scieNtiFic aND MeDicaL research

there are in fact two things :
science and opinion.

the former begets Knowledge,
the latter ignorance.

hippocrates
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13. YOUR ANTIVIRAL FIVE-A-DAY

it has taKeN tiMe, but through the initiatives and guidance
of the world health organization - for more than seventy years
and now across 150 countries worldwide - a wide public has
become aware of proper nutritional guidelines as part of their
general efforts to educate this planet about crucial health is-
sues. we have come a long way since they were founded in
1948, but sadly malnutrition still affects our world badly: with
an estimated 462 million adults being underweight, 144 mil-
lion children (under five) being stunted, 47 million wasted and
over 14 million severely wasted. spreading more knowledge
and assisting those countries where malnutrition is currently
a problem, is clearly a vital task for our time, and one which
all countries globally should contribute towards alleviating.

however, focusing upon the positive that has been ac-
complished, one simple working principle has found its ways
into more people’s lives than any other - perhaps because it
has such a clear, self-descriptive title - that of ‘5-a-Day’. the
principle is part of a drive by who to promote healthy eating
in all countries. in their current ‘practical advice on Maintain-
ing a healthy Diet’, they describe the principle and two of its
most direct benefits, like a simple rule-of-thumb:

“eating at least 400 g, or five portions, of fruit and
vegetables per day reduces the risk of NcDs [non-commu-
nicable diseases] and helps to ensure an adequate daily in-
take of dietary fibre.”

it is easy to remember - easy to apply. who described
the purpose of ‘5-a-Day’ at their 4th international symposium:

“5 a day is as an international programme designed
to encourage fruit and vegetable consumption, with the speci-
fic goal of encouraging all women, children and men to con-
sume at least five servings of fruit and vegetables every day.”
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what who recommends is something which is so sim-
ple to put into practice that - as a result - this program has
become immensely successful and had a positive impact on
dozens of nations. the reality is that - because of the high
presence of vitamins, minerals, flavonoids and other key nu-
trients across the vast range of fruit and vegetables one can
choose from - by eating ‘five a day’ in that sense, one does
go a significant distance towards protecting oneself from viral
illness, especially through fortification of the immune system. 

however, even though you can get a great amount of
protection from illnesses through consuming a ‘5-a-Day’ diet,
this is not the only important principle to follow. Nor does
who set this down as the sole piece of guidance in their
‘practical advice on Maintaining a healthy Diet’ but as one
of a group of straightforward dietary guidelines. For example,
they also recommend that people limit their fat, salt and sugar
intake at specific levels, also stressing the vital importance of
breastfeeding to human health at the earliest stages of life.

the main point that this entire book is trying to share, is
that even in our present state of scientific knowledge, a wide
range of findings appear to indicate that there are other in-
gredients of great benefit, apart from fruit and vegetables.
there appear to be a number of compounds - found within the
flowers, root, bark and other parts of plants - that have clear
actions upon viruses and the immune system. Much has also
been learnt about naturally occurring chemicals in fungi and
about bacteria which can have beneficial effects in our gut -
as well as other ingredients, some even found in meat and
organ-meat, with positive anti-viral effects. this volume has
aimed to share some of the knowledge we have - of those
anti-viral ingredients - in Part 2. the main proposal that i wish
to make in this part, is that i believe it would be a beneficial
principle to make a point of having at least five anti-viral in-
gredients on a daily basis. i will do my best to clarify this prin-
ciple on the following page and answer some obvious queries.
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i have set out the principle of an ‘anti-Viral 5-a-Day’
in the simplest way that i could in the box above. please be
assured that i am not setting this down as a scientific principle 
but as just one piece of practical advice which i feel confident
enough to conclude from the incredible base of research that
has taken place in Food science, Nutrition, phytochemicals,
Biochemistry, Microbiology, epidemiology, infectious Dis-
eases and other areas - in particular over the past fifty years. 

it is a suggestion and neither a scientific conclusion nor
a medical prescription. please notice that it says that having
five anti-viral ingredients every day may increase your pro-
tection against viruses. Just as it is impossible to predict what
specific effect a medication will have on any person’s body,
there is no way that the author of a book - or any scientist or
medical practitioner for that matter - can predict the exact die-
tary effect of consuming certain ingredients. at the same time,
though, it is not unwarranted - based on in vitro, in vivo and
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or indirect inhibitory effect on some Viruses

(b) other anti-Viral ingredients can enhance
the effectiveness of the immune system
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human evidence (in some cases) - to draw some preliminary
conclusions about the effects that those ingredients may have.
the results of further research are awaited with great expec-
tation, but in the light of the current dangers to which we are
exposed by some fatal viruses - including sars-coV-2, ebola
and others - i believe there is a reasonable basis for drawing
some inferences, based on probability though not certainty.

sure, if science were to prove that any or all of the die-
tary elements in this book are not capable of offering us any
protection against viruses, then i would accept those conclu-
sions - for if something has been proven by facts, then it is true.
however, with our knowledge still in a state of transformation
and development, i believe that it may be down to individuals
to decide what preliminary opiniond they are ready to arrive
at - those, perhaps, that one may safely infer from results and
analyses that have already been provided by science.

AVD only represents a personal body of reasonings that
i believe may be drawn from scientific evidence existing at
this time. it refers throughout to facts and results from science.
the diet itself, specially this principle of an ‘anti-Viral 5-a-
Day’, is presented as a proposition for your consideration,
not a conclusion that you are obligated to accept or make.

i am only echoing the kind of principle promoted by
who, because i think that the advice that i wish to share -
based on current anti-viral research - is best framed that way.
if a person at least manages to eat or drink five portions of
food containing any of the anti-viral ingredients in this book,
then they will be more likely (as opposed to doing nothing at
all) to have a greater degree of protection against viruses and
viral illnesses. the question of what could constitute a portion
of each anti-viral ingredient, is one we will consider during
the next section, along with some practical advice on incor-
porating the anti-viral ingredients into one’s daily diet. it is my
belief that the simple ‘anti-Viral 5-a-Day’ principle offers the
easiest way to get started with eating in an anti-viral way.
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